sprawl. It could be said that the culture of our civilization is founded upon
the silken leg, the shapely thigh? balanced on the high heel. Theirs is
founded upon the graceful arm, the beautifully modelled breast and the
expressive hand. The finely moulded leg rising from the shapely shoe in-
dicates our heaven. The finely modulated breast and arm and expressive
hand indicates theirs. There is a difference.
But the truth is the Japanese dwelling is in every bone and fibre of its
structure honest and our dwellings are not honest. In its every aspect the
Japanese dwelling sincerely means something fine and straightway does it.
So it seemed to me as I studied the 'song* that we of the West cut our-
selves off from the practical way of beautiful life by so many old. senti-
mental unchristian expedients? Why are we so busy elaborately trying to
get earth to heaven instead of seeing this simple Shinto wisdom of sen-
sibly getting heaven decently to earth?
In the morning land I found this simple everyday singing of the human
spirit—a "song to heaven7 I am calling it—to be the everyday, Shinto-
made dwelling place of the Japanese people. I see that song as just as
truly a blossom of interior-nature as trees and flowTers and bees are blos-
soms. And I have learned as much for us in our lives from, this singing
as I could hear or bear. I have seen it on reverent knees beside poor old
Baron Kuki—lonely aged diplomat still celebrated for his cuisine and his
'collections*. Or when some other Japanese gentlemen would send for ine
to come and dine, as so frequently happened, and the solemn tea cere-
mony as laid down by Rikkyu would inevitably follow the twenty-four or
more artistic courses of the formal Japanese dinner.
All this had settled as past experience in my thought of Japan. And the
question of modern architecture seemed more involved with Japanese
architecture in native-principle than with any other architecture. So in
the circumstances—frustration and destruction behind me—I turned
hopefully and gratefully toward Japan, once more to live. But as nature
and character—both are fate—would have it, I had not come alone as I
might have done. And should have done?
Several months after the terrible catastrophe at Taliesin had come a
short note expressing sympathy in kindly terms that understood suffering.
It came evidently from a developed artist-intelligence. I somehow thought
it from some fine-spirited, gray-haired lady-mother who had suffered
deeply herself. I spoke of the note to my mother. And, for some reason
lonely and spent now, I acknowledged it with a few grateful words. A
reply came back asking if the writer might come to see me. She was a
sculptress. She said life had crashed for her with much the same sorrow
for her as mine. A luckless love affair. And she gave me some helpful sug-
gestions as to thought. The philosophy was not so new to me but I had
neglected it and needed it now. I wrote, appointing a time at the Orchestra
Hall office. She intimated that she preferred to come after office hours.
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